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A Hundred Years Ago
which only fixing was necessary. This
was, of course, the first negativepositive process allowing the production of more than one print from ' each
exposure, but the grain of the paper on
which the negative was made reproduced
itself all too clearly in the final print.
The importance· of the ·calotype
process to the amateur is underlined by
the fact that Fox Talbot, who had
patented his processing methods, only
released them for unrestricted amateur
use a few months before the R.P.S. was
founded. Indeed it was this action that
made photography available to a
sufficiently large number of workers to
render the formation of the Society a
practical project.

PORTABLE PHOTOGRAPHI C APPARATUS, 1859.
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HUNDRED years ago, when the
Royal Photographic Society was
born, photography was beginning
to produce results which in many
respects were very like those that we
produce now, but the methods were
very different. The amateur photographer of those days. was a very earnest
and enthusiastic person; he had to be,
for neither the modern ready-prepared
negative material, nor the ·possibility of
photographing with a hand-held
camera, ' had yet peen evolved. The
photographer of 1853 had to be something of a chemist and laboratory
worker as well as (possibly) an artist,
for he had to prepare his own negative
material and his own printing paper for
himself.

The Portable Darkroom
The drawback to the process, and it
was a very serious one, was that the
Wet Collodion
plate could not be allowed to dry, but
Nevertheless its formation would in . had to be exposed and developed while
any case not have been long delayed, for still wet with silver nitrate from the
in 1851 Scott Archer had published the sensitizing bath. If one wished to
first details of the wet collodion process, photograph a landscape it was necessary
following this up by a complete manual to take, not only a camera, but a complete
of instructions, in book form, in the darkroom as well, which might weigh up
succeeding year. This process, just to 80 lbs. or more, and much ingenuity
beginning to come into general use a was expended during the collodion era
hundred years ago, combined the on the design and construction of
sharp.ness and perfection of detail- portable darkrooms in the form of
rendering of the Daguerrotype with the tents, hand-barrows, and caravans. A
calotype's ability to provide duplicate really light-weight equipment .weighed
prints, and added to these advantages a no more than some forty pounds; this
shortness of exposure that neither of the was carried on the back: Nevertheless,
earlier processes could even approach. the perfection of the results, and the
The collodion from which the process ability to take photographs with extakes its name is a solution of gun-cotton, posures reckoned in seconds instead of
a close relative of ordinary celluloid, minute's , was sufficient to cause the wet
in alcohol and ether, to which was collodion process to oust all others in a
added some potassium iodide. This very short time.

Processes of 1853
In 1853 the Daguerrotype process, WORK
though not by any means dead, was
certainly dying. Its main use was for
portraiture, mostly in the hands of -.
professional workers. Exposures were
exceedingly Jong-in an exposure· table
of the day the shortest exposure time
mentioned, for brilliant . midsummer
weather, is five minutes-and each
exposure resulted in one finished
Daguerrotype, which could not be
duplicated. The final picture was on
metal and could only be properly seen
in carefully controlled viewing conditions.
·
For amateur work, calotype was in
greater favour. This process involved
exposing, in the camera, a negative on
paper coated at home with a silver salt
and subsequently developing and fixing
it. Printing was done by daylight on
paper of the same character, but
exposure was normally prolonged . until
the image had reached full depth, after
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was poured over a perfectly clean glass
plate, and allowed to set, after which the
plate was ts,ken into the darkroom and
immersed for a minute or so in a
solution of silver nitrate. It was then
drained, put into the dark ·s lide, exposed
in the camera, returned to the darkroom,
and developed by pouring on it an
ounce or so of developer, after which it
was fixed and washed. The result (if
nothing went wrong) was a negative
that, except for poor colour-r~ndering
arising from the Jack of coloursensitivity in the sensitive surface,
could hardly be surpassed even today. ·
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Amateur Photographer

The wet collodion era lasted for some beginning of photography as we know
thirty years, and during the whole of it today; the early dry plates were slow,
that period there was a continuous inclined to be foggy, and were comsearch for a means by which the plates pletely colour-blind, but at least they
could be dried after making, so that the . could be bqught ready-made, loaded
necessity for carrying an entire dark- into dark-slides at home, and could be
room around on one's back or in a exposed and developed days or even
wheelbarrow could be done away with. weeks later without loss of speed or
The difficulty was a simple but exaspera- deterioration of results . And the new
ting one-as soon as the plates were gelatine plates. like the collodion
dried their sensitivity dropped so far plates before them, offered again a big
that they became practically useless. increase in sensitivity, as well as · the
There were no big photographic firms longed-for freedom from the burden of
to carry out scientific research, so most the portable darkroom. 1
of the experimenting was done by
amateurs, few of whom had had any Cameras
scientific training, even of the most
During the whole of the period we
elementary kind. As a result, household have been discussing there was in
materials were tried, often quite effect only one type of camera.,.-the
blindly, as a means of ·retaining the stand camera, which had evolved from
sensitivity of the wet plate; such the .simple box of Fox Talbot to an
substances as glycerine, gum, straw- instrument very like those we know
berry jam,.and even beer were applied today. The main· differences were in
to the plate after sensitizing in the hope the absence of a shutter-a simple
of finding something which, damp or lens~cap was quite fast enough for wet
dry, would act as a .s ensitizer in the same collodion plates....'....and the provision of a
way as silver nitrate solution.
trough or gutter 'in the dark-slides to
catch the drippings of silver nitrate.
Gelatine-a,nd a New Era
Enlarging was not possible, of course,
Oddly enough, it was an item actually so the camera had to be the size of the
taken from household stock that gave finished print, but with so much to
rise to the next big step; the successful carry i'n any ease the extra burden
use of gelatine; in place· of collodion, by involved in a camera taking even 12 x
Dr. · R . L. Maddox in 1871. Scott 10 negatives .was well worth accepting
Archer's collodion process was given to for the sake of the bigger pictures.
the world by its inventor in perfected
Through most of the wet collodion
:form; through ill-health Dr. Maddox era printing was done on albumenized
was not able to complete his experi- paper, printed out by daylight in
rrients with gelatine and develop the contact with the negative. This paper
process into a fully workabJe one. gave a brilliant and finely detailed
After some li~e delay it was worked print, of warm brown or purple-brown
upon by others, but it was not until colour. Printing was carried on till the
18.74 that the first dry plates were image was rather darker than the final
commercially made by the Liverpool picture should be; the print was then
Dry Plate Company.
toned with gold, fixed and washed.
This .advance really marks the Perhaps the photographic quality of a
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\.\'ET PLATE WORKER' S DARKROOM.

print on this paper from a collodion
negative was not up to the standard of a
present-day exhibition print, but quite
certainly a good sample was of better
quality than the average modern
snapshot:

Improved Printing Methods
The main disadvantage of the
albumen print was its tendency to fade
rather rapidly, especially if it had not
been to.o carefully made. In 1864 .Sir
Joseph Swan invented the carbon
process, giving a print in which the
image was formed · of pigmented
gelatine. It was of course as permanent
as the pigment--often powdered carbon
or charcoal black-used in its preparation.
In 1865, about half way through
WET PLATES VERSUS DRY . From '" Wilson 's Photographies" ( 1883 ).
thirty years in which the collodion
ln t It<: o ne we sec the land ·C'al •e ph otog raph e> r of t he " \\'et" process reigned supreme, a collodion
printing paper, again for printing out by
pc r;;: uasion ~tartin g o ut, "taff in lrn rd,
daylight under the negative, challenged
hi s apparatu. laden upon hi s be nd ed
the older albumenized paper. It could
be bought ready prepared and gave a
back , fo r fb day 'R pleasure.(?) :(n .the
rather more permanent picture than
•otl\cr is t h e atl rncatc · of e mu lsion
albumenized paper; but in qther respects
was not very different.
p ur;;:uin g th e .same e rrand, but with
As will be seen, the production of
his a!Jparatus co mpl ete car ri ed in
prints in the early years of the Royal
one ha11cl, wi th plates Ruflkient fo r a
Photographic Society's existence was
almost as laborious as the production of
day 's wo rk. Th e otl1e r ach-antages .
negatives, and µntil the introduction
besides po rtability an·. that the plates
of the dry plate, which was soon
fo r u"<.: w.ith the \•111ul"io11 processes
followed by the early bromide and .
gaslight papers, there was no great
m a.1· brc prqi;1r<.:d in the stud io, and
change in methods. But from about
after l'xpo.<11 re t l1<.: y may lie boxed
1880, when dry plates were .r apidly
and tl e1:clop etl a t any <"C' n1·en ic nt
replacing wet collodion, photography
s<.:aso n_:_lll o nths h crlf'e, if nccc~sary.. A gain , g rl·ater rapid ity is scC' ur~d began, slowly at first and then more
by t ll(·ir usC!- c1·e>n instanta11 cit1· -11·hil e> tli c results a re fully vc 111al to rapidly, to evolve into the easy and
convenient procedure that we know
tJ1 0i<C by t l IC " ll'Ct" ]Jt'O CC!i<S .
today.
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